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Aquaculture Science Sep 20 2019 This comprehensive text introduces students to the aquaculture industry. Every aspect of this growing field is covered,
from history of aquaculture, descriptions of aquatic plants and animals and feeding to in-depth coverage of economics, marketing, management and
diseases of aquatic animals and plants. AQUACULTURE SCIENCE, third edition, addresses the latest production methods, species types, advances in
technology, trends and statistics. The science of aquaculture, chemistry, biology, and anatomy and physiology, is stressed throughout to ensure that students
understand the fundamental principles. A complete chapter offers detailed information on career opportunities in the aquaculture industry. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Beard on Pasta Mar 19 2022 Classic pasta dishes from America’s 1st and most beloved master chef Whether you’re entertaining guests or simply cooking
for 1, pasta is sure to delight. The ultimate comfort food, it can be found in the cuisines of nearly every culture. James Beard, heralded by the New York
Times as “the dean of American cookery” enriches our understanding of this culinary staple with his collection of recipes and commentary on storebought versus homemade pasta, wine pairings, choosing the perfect cheese, and other insights. From familiar spaghetti entrées to more adventurous fare,
such as udon noodle soup and spätzle, Beard brings meals from all over the globe into the home chef’s kitchen. Under the guidance of America’s original
gastronomic genius, the basic noodle is elevated in dishes such as basil lasagna, Portuguese fish stew with orzo, and cheddar angel hair soufflé. Beard on
Pasta is full of easy-to-follow recipes, along with tips on preparation, sauce, and serving that you’ll be eager to try. This comprehensive cookbook provides
all the tools you need to make delectable and unforgettable pasta for any occasion.
3-2-1 Code It! Dec 24 2019 3,, 2,, 1 CODE IT! 2012 UPDATE 3rd Edition is your comprehensive learning resource for coding,, combining ICD-9-CM,,
CPT,, and HCPCS Level II coding concepts into one convenient package for beginning and more experienced coders alike. This resource includes
information about career opportunities for coders,, stresses the importance of joining professional organizations and obtaining credentials,, and explains
how to develop opportunities for career advancement. When you are ready to earn a coding credential,, 3,, 2,, 1 CODE IT! 2012 UPDATE 3rd Edition will
help you prepare and practice for your professional career.
Introduction to Biotechnology Jul 31 2020 INTRODUCTION TO BIOTECHNOLOGY: AN AGRICULTURAL REVOLUTION offers a thorough
introduction to biotechnology and the ways it has revolutionized modern agriculture. This newly updated text provides a solid grounding in core
biotechnology concepts, as well as information on cutting-edge science and technology and their applications in real-world agriculture, medicine, and
health care. The text's in-depth coverage includes essential topics such as cell functions, genetics, biotechnology applications, and biotech careers, as well
as a thoughtful and balanced examination of controversial issues such as genetic engineering, genetically modified organisms, cloning, and potential
dangers to humans and the environment. Building on the text's proven strengths, the Second Edition features a stronger emphasis on the science and math
of biotechnology, updated content to reflect the latest trends and technology, and new lab exercises to reinforce key concepts and help students master the
tools and techniques they will need to succeed in biotech careers. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.
The Professional Pastry Chef May 21 2022 The reference of choice for thousands of pastry chefs and home cooks A favorite of pastry lovers and serious
chefs worldwide, The Professional Pastry Chef presents comprehensive coverage of basic baking and pastry techniques in a fresh and approachable way.
Now skillfully revised and redesigned to meet the needs of today's pastry kitchen, this classic reference is better-and easier to use-than ever. The new
edition contains more than 650 recipes, which offer a new emphasis on American applications of European techniques with yields suitable for restaurant
service or for entertaining at home. It shares encyclopedic guidance on everything from mise en place preparation and basic doughs to new chapters
covering flatbreads, crackers, and homestyle desserts. Throughout, award-winning Executive Pastry Chef Bo Friberg explains not only how to perform
procedures, but also the principles behind them, helping readers to build a firm foundation based on understanding rather than memorizing formulas.
Illustrated step-by-step instructions demystify even the most complex techniques and presentations, while 100 vivid color photographs bring finished dishes
to life with a sublime touch of visual inspiration. Whether used to develop skills or refine techniques, to gain or simply broaden a repertoire, The
Professional Pastry Chef is filled with information and ideas for creating mouthwatering baked goods and tantalizing desserts-today and for years to
come.
Murach's SQL Server 2019 for Developers Feb 18 2022 If you're an application developer, or you're training to be one, this latest edition of Murach's
classic SQL Server book is made for you. To start, it presents the SQL statements that you need to retrieve and update the data in a database. These are the
SQL statements that you'll use every day. Then, it shows you how to design a database, how to implement that design, and how to work with database
features like views, scripts, stored procedures, functions, triggers, transactions, security, XML data, and BLOB data with FILESTREAM storage. The
result? You'll be able to create database applications that are thoroughly professional. You'll be familiar with the DBA-related issues that let you work
far more effectively than most of your colleagues. And you'll have a handy reference at your side to answer questions and handle new challenges as they

come up.
Applied Calculus for the Managerial, Life, and Social Sciences Feb 24 2020 Soo Tan’s APPLIED CALCULUS FOR THE MANAGERIAL, LIFE, AND
SOCIAL SCIENCES, Ninth Edition balances applications, pedagogy, and technology to provide you with the context you need to stay motivated in the
course and interested in the material. Accessible for majors and non-majors alike, the text uses an intuitive approach that introduces abstract concepts
through examples drawn from common, real-life experiences to which you can relate. It also draws applications from numerous professional fields of
interest. In addition, insightful Portfolios highlight the careers of real people and discuss how they incorporate math into their daily work activities.
Numerous exercises ensure that you have a solid understanding of concepts before advancing to the next topic. Algebra review notes, keyed to the review
chapter Preliminaries, appear where and when you need them. The text’s exciting array of supplements equips you with extensive learning support to help
you make the most of your study time. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
PFIN 4 Nov 03 2020 4LTR Press solutions give students the option to choose the format that best suits their learning preferences. This option is perfect
for those students who focus on the textbook as their main course resource. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
A Guide to Crisis Intervention Jun 17 2019 This practical nuts-and-bolts guide provides readers with the skills necessary to handle any crisis situation. The
book utilizes the comprehensive ABC Model of Crisis Intervention, which can be used as effectively for day-to-day interactions as for emergency
situations. A GUIDE TO CRISIS INTERVENTION, 5th Edition addresses such crises as drug abuse, secondary PTSD, crisis worker burnout, AIDS,
suicide, death and dying, Alzheimer's, and victimization and abuse. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The Pfeiffer Book of Successful Communication Skill-Building Tools Jan 05 2021 The Pfeiffer Book of Successful Interpersonal Communication Tools
is organized into three sections: Presentations and Discussions (articles); Experiential Learning Activities; and Inventories, Questionnaires, and Surveys.
These selections represent the all-time best the Pfeiffer Annuals and Handbooks have to offer on the topic. The Pfeiffer Book of Successful
Interpersonal Communication Tools · Provides articles that offer quick, solid, and insightful grounding in a classic theme of communication-skills
training · Contains complete, ready-made training exercises designed to meet a variety of needs for different audiences · Offers inventories that include
questionnaires and instruments that help trainees understand their own communication habits, measure the health of actual relationships, and shed light
on communication practices within the organization
Building Cross-Platform Mobile and Web Apps for Engineers and Scientists: An Active Learning Approach Mar 07 2021 This powerful new book
introduces cross-platform app design as an excellent starting point for mastering app development. The book contains numerous applications that can be
adapted to different projects. The book introduces HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, jQuery Mobile, Node.js, JSON, localStorage, sessionStorage, NoSQL using
MongoDB, SQL using MySQL, templating using handlebars, and maps. A strong app-centric view emphasizes appropriate subsets of these technologies to
help readers develop non-trivial apps. While apps continue to evolve and change, the technologies presented form the backbone of future cross-platform
app development. Readers learn to work with all major mobile and web platforms using the book's active learning approach that has users type code in
parallel as apps are developed. Exercises further encourage readers to make changes to the code and evaluate resulting app behavior. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Brief Applied Calculus Oct 22 2019 New from James Stewart and Daniel Clegg, BRIEF APPLIED CALCULUS takes an intuitive, less formal approach
to calculus without sacrificing the mathematical integrity. Featuring a wide range of applications designed to motivate students with a variety of interests,
clear examples detailing important mathematical processes, and a vast collection of exercises appropriate for students with disparate skill sets, this first
edition is perfect for students who need to learn how to apply calculus concepts rather than replicate the formal proofs behind the techniques. Early
coverage of exponential and logarithmic functions allows for the inclusion of many interesting applications throughout the text. Available with a range of
supplements including Enhanced WebAssign, BRIEF APPLIED CALCULUS makes calculus approachable so any student can understand the concepts and
be successful in the course. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
Labor Relations Oct 14 2021 Labor Relations: Development, Structure, Process by John Fossum presents the history and development of labor relations,
bargaining structures and issues, and the process of negotiations and contract administration. The 11th edition addresses the increasing importance of
health care costs, access, legislation, and regulation. Fossum explores the structure and internal politics of union organizations, union organizing and
union avoidance, while reflecting and balancing the viewpoints of both labor and management, including economic, institutional, and behavioral
perspectives.
A First Course in Mathematical Modeling Aug 20 2019 Offering a solid introduction to the entire modeling process, A FIRST COURSE IN
MATHEMATICAL MODELING, 4th Edition delivers an excellent balance of theory and practice, giving students hands-on experience developing and
sharpening their skills in the modeling process. Throughout the book, students practice key facets of modeling, including creative and empirical model
construction, model analysis, and model research. The authors apply a proven six-step problem-solving process to enhance students' problem-solving
capabilities -- whatever their level. Rather than simply emphasizing the calculation step, the authors first ensure that students learn how to identify
problems, construct or select models, and figure out what data needs to be collected. By involving students in the mathematical process as early as possible
-- beginning with short projects -- the book facilitates their progressive development and confidence in mathematics and modeling. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The Baker's Manual Apr 08 2021 Crucial formulas for baking success--an updated edition of the classic reference What do virtually all breads and
desserts have in common? They rely on baking formulas, the building block "recipes" that every serious baker must master. For example, behind every
tempting napoleon lies a formula for classic puff pastry, while a truly heavenly chocolate brownie cannot exist without the knowledge of how to temper
chocolate. Compiled by a veteran instructor at The Culinary Institute of America, this authoritative reference contains 200 completely up-to-date formulas
using essential ingredients found in today's pastry kitchens. From American Pie Dough and Pâté Brisée to Pastry Cream and Crème Anglaise, these recipes
are written in small- and large-yield versions to accommodate the needs of the serious home baker as well as the pastry chef.
Android Boot Camp for Developers Using Java: A Guide to Creating Your First Android Apps Jul 19 2019 Readers gain a strong foundation in Java
programming and the confidence in technical skills to build working mobile applications with ANDROID BOOT CAMP FOR DEVELOPERS USING
JAVA: A GUIDE TO CREATING YOUR FIRST ANDROID APPS, 3E. Written by an award-winning technology author, this book thoroughly introduces
Java with an emphasis on creating effective mobile applications. The book is ideal for readers with some programming experience or those new to Java
and Android Studio. The book’s hands-on tutorial approach offers step-by-step instruction and numerous screen shots to guide you through tasks.
Practical callouts, industry tips, cases and assignments reinforce understanding of programming logic and Java tools for Android. Content is both
relevant for today and focused on programming principles for the future. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Management Jun 22 2022

Marvel Doodles Jan 17 2022 Younglings can draw, color, and create with all their favorite characters from the Marvel films. From Guardians of the
Galaxy to Spider-Man, every page is packed with doodles. Readers can use their artistic powers to bring these sensational scenes to life!
Spectrum Test Prep, Grade 1 Sep 13 2021 Spectrum Test Prep Grade 1 includes strategy-based activities for language arts and math, test tips to help
answer questions, and critical thinking and reasoning. The Spectrum Test Prep series for grades 1 to 8 was developed by experts in education and was
created to help students improve and strengthen their test-taking skills. The activities in each book not only feature essential practice in reading, math, and
language arts test areas, but also prepare students to take standardized tests. Students learn how to follow directions, understand different test formats, use
effective strategies to avoid common mistakes, and budget their time wisely. Step-by-step solutions in the answer key are included. These comprehensive
workbooks are an excellent resource for developing skills for assessment success. Spectrum, the best-selling workbook series, is proud to provide quality
educational materials that support your studentsÕ learning achievement and success.
Issues in Aging Nov 15 2021 Opportunities and optimism in Aging. Issues in Aging, 3rd edition takes an optimistic view of aging and human potential in
later life. This book presents the most up-to-date facts on aging today, the issues raised by these facts, and the societal and individual responses that will
create a successful old age for us all. Mark Novak presents the full picture of aging--exhibiting both the problems and the opportunities that accompany
older age. The text illustrates how generations are dependent on one another and how social conditions affect both the individual and social institutions.
Learning Goals -Upon completing this book, readers will be able to: -Understand how large-scale social issues--social attitudes, the study of aging, and
demographic issues--affect individuals and social institutions -Identify the political responses to aging and how individuals can create a better old age for
themselves and the people they know -Separate the myths from the realities of aging -Recognize the human side of aging -Trace the transformation of
pension plans, health, and opportunities for personal expression and social engagement to the new ecology of aging today
How Baking Works May 09 2021 An up-to-date, comprehensive guide to understanding and applying food science to the bakeshop. The essence of baking
is chemistry, and anyone who wants to be a master pastry chef must understand the principles and science that make baking work. This book explains the
whys and hows of every chemical reaction, essential ingredient, and technique, revealing the complex mysteries of bread loaves, pastries, and everything in
between. Among other additions, How Baking Works, Third Edition includes an all-new chapter on baking for health and wellness, with detailed
information on using whole grains, allergy-free baking, and reducing salt, sugar, and fat in a variety of baked goods. This detailed and informative guide
features: An introduction to the major ingredient groups, including sweeteners, fats, milk, and leavening agents, and how each affects finished baked
goods Practical exercises and experiments that vividly illustrate how different ingredients function Photographs and illustrations that show the science of
baking at work End-of-chapter discussion and review questions that reinforce key concepts and test learning For both practicing and future bakers and
pastry chefs, How Baking Works, Third Edition offers an unrivaled hands-on learning experience.
On Baking Aug 12 2021
Agribusiness: Principles of Management Jan 25 2020 Intended for all segments of agribusiness as well as non-agribusiness organizations,
AGRIBUSINESS:PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT presents the changing face of agribusiness in a format that is interesting, straightforward, and easy
to understand. This comprehensive book approaches agribusiness as a technology-oriented industry composed of organizations ranging in size from small,
family-owned farms or businesses to some of the largest corporations in the world. With multiple opportunities for self-review as well as vignettes, cases,
and examples in each chapter, this book shows readers the real-world application of what they are learning and provides them with a solid understanding
of what management is all about. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.
Modern Database Management Jun 29 2020 Provide the latest information in database development Focusing on what leading database practitioners say
are the most important aspects to database development, Modern Database Management presents sound pedagogy, and topics that are critical for the
practical success of database professionals. The Twelfth Edition further facilitates learning with illustrations that clarify important concepts and new
media resources that make some of the more challenging material more engaging. Also included are general updates and expanded material in the areas
undergoing rapid change due to improved managerial practices, database design tools and methodologies, and database technology.
Math Makes Sense 3 Oct 02 2020
Microeconomics For Today Apr 20 2022 A unique textual and visual learning system, colorful graphs, and causation chains clarify concepts. The book
presents and reinforces core concepts, then gives opportunities to immediately assess your comprehension. Readers study the latest economic information on
economic growth, income distribution, federal deficits, environmental issues, and other developments in economics today with an engaging, easy-to-follow
format that applies principles to everyday life. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
The Life Span Feb 06 2021 The Life Span: Human Development for Helping Professionals, 4/e, provides an in-depth look at the science of human
development, highlighting theories and research that have useful applications for individuals working in fields such as education, counseling, and social
work. The main purpose of this book is to provide the reader with information that can be translated into professional “best practice” applications.
Throughout, the text reflects the contemporary view that life span development is a process deeply embedded within and inseparable from the context of
family, social network, and culture. Because the book is designed for graduate students, most topics, especially those that have special relevance to helping
professionals, are covered in greater depth than in a typical life span text. The expanded coverage of research in these areas will enhance students'
understanding of the scientific basis for application to practice. From reviews of the book: “This book is unique in that it is research-based, includes
comprehensive coverage of important course topics, and offers helping professionals information about human development that will enhance service
provision to clients across the lifespan.” --Mary M. Chittooran, Saint Louis University “The writing style is clear, interesting and engaging and is at a level
appropriate for my students. Nicely done. . . . [The] case studies [and] developmental psychopathology sections are strengths. . . . [The book is] well
organized, well-written, broad-based . . ., [and] insightful. [I] especially liked the authors' focus on practical and applied therapies, as well as their
emphasis on research-based therapies that incorporate sound principles of human developmental.” --Rosalie A. Rohm, Ball State University “This
readable, well organized text addresses the depth and scope of development. The text extends students knowledge of the material by providing a wealth of
applicable information for those who are or will be in a helping profession. . . . [Compared to other available texts, this one is] far superior in terms of the
balance of scope and depth.” --Kathryn Cooper, Northern Colorado University New Interactive, Multimedia Learning Features in the Video-Enhanced
Pearson eText: o See real examples. Embedded videos illustrate and explain key concepts and show individuals addressing the challenges of that period of
the life span. (See pages 334, 342, and 353 for examples.) o Practice applying chapter content. The Practice Using What You've Learned feature includes
scaffolded video and print case exercises that challenge readers to analyze and apply chapter content. Sample responses are available through the
enhanced text. (See page 366 for examples.) See how to work with people at different stages of the lifespan. Applications sections blend empirically
supported information about treatments with the issues covered in each chapter, offering extensive discussion of how developmental science can inform
practice. These include topics such as adolescent health and well-being, new approaches to maternity care, new interventions for promoting secure infant
attachments, encouraging learning through play, helping parents avoid corporal punishment, and mindfulness-based practices, among many others. (See
357-360 for an example.)
Applications in Human Resource Management Dec 16 2021

Understanding and Managing Diversity Nov 22 2019 A diverse approach to understanding and managing diversity. Understanding and Managing
Diversity uses applications to clarify the complexity of a diverse workforce, and explains how it can be used as an organizational asset. This text also
provides readers with a wide range of expertise–from the perspective of experienced interdisciplinary instructors (business, psychology, economics,
theology, law, politics, history, etc.) to practitioners (diversity trainers, corporate managers, etc.). This edition has been substantially updated to reflect the
changing diversity issues in today's workplace–including 18 new and 15 revised articles/cases/exercises.
Principles of Human Resource Management Sep 25 2022 Gain a better understanding of how human resources impacts both individuals and
organizations with this market-leading, practical text. PRINCIPLES OF HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT, 16E, International Edition builds upon
a foundation of research and theory with an inviting, practical framework that focuses on today's most critical HR issues and current practices.The
book's engaging writing style and strong visual design use more than 500 memorable examples from a variety of real organizations to illustrate key points
and connect concepts to current HR practice. Fresh cases spotlight the latest developments and critical trends, while hands-on applications focus on
practical tips and suggestions for success.
Managing Human Resources Oct 26 2022
ASAP World History: A Quick-Review Study Guide for the AP Exam Jul 11 2021 LIKE CLASS NOTES—ONLY BETTER. The Princeton Review's ASAP
World History is designed to help you zero in on just the information you need to know to successfully grapple with the AP test. Advanced Placement
exams require students to have a firm grasp of content—you can't bluff or even logic your way to a 5. Like a set of class notes borrowed from the smartest
student in your grade, this book gives you exactly that. No tricks or crazy stratagems, no sample essays or practice sets: Just the facts, presented with lots of
helpful visuals. Inside ASAP World History, you'll find: • Essential concepts, people, events, dates, and ideas for AP World History—all explained clearly
& concisely • Lists, charts, tables, and maps for quick visual reference • A three-pass icon system designed to help you prioritize learning what you MUST,
SHOULD, and COULD know in the time you have available • "Ask Yourself" questions to help identify areas where you might need extra attention • A
resource that's perfect for last-minute exam prep or as a handy resource for daily class work Topics covered in ASAP World History include: • All six
time periods featured on the exam • Major ancient & classical civilizations, states, and empires • Globalization & exploration • Imperialism & capitalism
• Revolutions & the formation of nations • 20th-century developments such as World War I and II and Communism • Independence movements in Asia &
Africa ... and more! Looking for sample exams, practice questions, and test-taking strategies? Check out our extended, in-depth prep guide, Cracking the
AP World History Exam!
Strategic Execution Jul 23 2022 CEOs regularly identify strategic execution as their biggest challenge, and the top priority facing today's business leaders.
Based on their research with senior executives across a variety of industries—and including firms like Marriott, Microsoft, SunTrust, UPS, and Vail
Resorts—Kenneth J. Carrig and Scott A. Snell have distilled the elements that are most critical for execution. This book addresses the challenges of
execution, why it matters, and why the approach remains elusive. It introduces an integrated framework for understanding four priorities underlying
execution excellence. Ultimately, it all comes down to alignment, agility, ability, and architecture. The authors lay out a process for applying the
framework, helping business leaders to diagnose their challenges and to determine their path toward breakthrough performance.
Preparing Educators to Engage Families Dec 04 2020 Constant changes in education are creating new and uncertain roles for parents and teachers that
must be explored, identified, and negotiated. Preparing Educators to Engage Families: Case Studies Using an Ecological Systems Framework, Third
Edition encourages readers to hone their analytic and problem-solving skills for use in real-world situations with students and their families. Organized
according to Ecological Systems Theory (of the micro, meso, exo, macro, and chrono systems), this completely updated Third Edition presents researchbased teaching cases that reflect critical dilemmas in family-school-community relations, especially among families for whom poverty and cultural
differences are daily realities. The text looks at family engagement issues across the full continuum, from the early years through pre-adolescence.
Body Belief Apr 27 2020 "Please note that I submitted the full text and do not have a summary to include. But the box is now a required field and the site
would not let me submit without adding text there. Please let me know if summaries are now required for all applications"-Baking and Pastry Aug 24 2022
Blueprints and Plans for HVAC Mar 27 2020 Packed with vivid illustrations and a complete set of commercial prints, best-selling BLUEPRINTS AND
PLANS FOR HVAC, 4th Edition combines in-depth instruction with relevant hands-on applications to equip you with the skills to succeed in the
workplace. Now in an engaging four-color format, this popular text will help you master the basics of blueprint reading and apply these new skills in the
HVAC trade. This Fourth Edition has been updated to include the latest codes and technological advancements, while still covering all the critical areas of
study, including using the architect's and engineer's scale, creating and using working and construction drawings and freehand sketching and drafting
with instruments. In addition, the new CourseMate solution includes extra activities and CAD files to increase the number of real-world exercises.
Practical, current and exceedingly accurate, BLUEPRINTS AND PLANS FOR HVAC, 4th Edition will serve you in the classroom and beyond. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Ethical Reasoning for Mental Health Professionals Sep 01 2020 Ethical Reasoning for Mental Health Professionals addresses a fundamental need of
ethics training in psychology and counseling: the development of reasoning skills to resolve the complex professional ethical issues that arise. Author Gary
G. Ford provides readers with a background in ethical reasoning and introduces them to an easy-to-follow eight step model of ethical decision making.
Automotive Maintenance & Light Repair Jun 10 2021 AUTOMOTIVE MAINTENANCE AND LIGHT REPAIR (AM&LR) was designed to meet the
needs of automotive programs that teach to the competencies specified in NATEF’s Maintenance & Light Repair (MLR) program standard. Designed for
entry-level students, the primary features of AM&LR are the focus on the foundational principles and knowledge for the MLR tasks, and the activities to
supplement student learning. In addition, Automotive Maintenance and Light Repair is written to engage students not just in automotive competencies, but
also in applied academic skills and lifelong learning skills, including math, science, and communication. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Business Analytics: Data Analysis & Decision Making May 29 2020 Master data analysis, modeling, and spreadsheet use with BUSINESS ANALYTICS:
DATA ANALYSIS AND DECISION MAKING, 6E! Popular with students, instructors, and practitioners, this quantitative methods text delivers the tools to
succeed with its proven teach-by-example approach, user-friendly writing style, and complete Excel 2016 integration. It is also compatible with Excel 2013,
2010, and 2007. Completely rewritten, Chapter 17, Data Mining, and Chapter 18, Importing Data into Excel, include increased emphasis on the tools
commonly included under the Business Analytics umbrella -- including Microsoft Excel’s “Power BI” suite. In addition, up-to-date problem sets and cases
provide realistic examples to show the relevance of the material. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.
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